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a b s t r a c t
To study microscale fracture behavior under mode II and mode III loading new sample geometries are proposed.
Finite element simulations were carried out to determine the mode I, II and III stress intensity factor distributions
over the sample width as well as the geometry factors. Notched samples were prepared in GaAs single crystals by
focused ion beam milling. Two crack systems were investigated to improve the understanding of the cleavage behavior in this anisotropic material. Critical stress intensity factors were measured for mode I, II and III loading for
the ﬁrst time on the microscale. Fracture toughness under mode I loading was measured using micro-cantilevers
and found to be 0.54 ± 0.04 MPa√m and 0.50 ± 0.05 MPa√m for the {100}〈110〉 and {110}〈100〉 crack systems,
respectively. In-plane shear loading (mode II) led to crack kinking and a fracture toughness of 0.48 ±
0.05 MPa√m and 0.72 ± 0.01 MPa√m. Out-of-plane shear loading (mode III) led to multiple kinking processes
and the highest fracture toughness of 0.80 ± 0.13 MPa√m and 0.84 ± 0.07 MPa√m. This is most likely due to
the pronounced fracture anisotropy of GaAs single crystals and the comparably low resolved stresses on the
{110} type cleavage planes, which demand higher critical loads for failure.
© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
In recent years, we have seen rapid advances in the miniaturization
of microelectronics, MEMS devices, and thin ﬁlm technology [1] creating an even more pressing demand for understanding the fracture behavior of microscopic structures. Also biological materials such as
wood, teeth, or bone [2] are of interest for micromechanical measurements since their hierarchical structure makes them both strong and
tough at a low weight [3,4]. Over the last decades different experimental
techniques have been developed and microscale properties of diverse
materials could be measured reliably [1,5–9].
In fracture mechanics, the propagation of existing cracks and subsequent failure of a material is analyzed, and its resistance to fracture is
characterized by its toughness. Different possible loading modes exist
for a crack, i.e. tensile or mode I, in plane shear or mode II, and out-ofplane shear or mode III loading. Mode I fracture experiments on the
macroscale are often conducted using standard sample geometries deﬁned in ASTM standard E399 [10]. Common sample shapes include
Single-Edge Notched Bend (SENB), Single-Edge Notched Tension
(SENT), and Compact Tension (CT) specimens. They feature atomically
sharp starter notches that can be either straight or of the chevron type
for early crack initiation [10,11]. For measuring mode I and mixed
mode I-II fracture toughness, common methods include the EndNotched Flexure (ENF) deﬁned e.g. in ASTM D7905M-14 [12], SemiCircular Three-Point Bending (SC3PB) [13], Non-Symmetric Four-Point
Beam Bending (NS4PB) [14], or the Compact Tension Shear specimen
(CTS) [15]. For mode III and mixed mode I-III fracture toughness, very
few studies exist. Testing geometries include Notched Round Bar Torsion (NRBT) [16,17], All Fracture Mode (AFM) [18], Compact Tension
Shear Rotation (CTSR) [19], or Edge Notched Disc Bending (ENDB) [20].
Different methods are used for the analysis of pure mode I loading
depending on the yield strength and toughness of the material. For
highly brittle materials with limited crack tip plasticity, the stress intensity factor concept is applied based on linear elastic fracture mechanics [10,11]. For materials showing non-negligible plasticity,
nonlinear effects are taken into account using the crack growth resistance curve (R-curve) based on the J-integral or Crack-Tip-OpeningDisplacement techniques [21]. For mode II, mode III, and mixed
mode loading, different criteria for crack initiation and crack progression direction have been postulated based on e.g. maximum tangential stress [22] or maximum energy release rate [23]. In the case
of nonlinear material behavior, the J-integral may again be used
with the total J-integral being the sum of the individual moderelated J-integrals [24].
On the microscale, the small specimen size complicates the sample
preparation and manipulation. Therefore, different methods have been
proposed for measuring the fracture properties. The ﬁrst
micromechanical method for measuring mode I fracture toughness on
the microscale was based on nanoindentation [25] using sharp tips
leading to the formation of cracks in the vicinity of the indenter edges.
For different crack systems (radial, median, half-penny, lateral or conical) and indenter shapes (Berkovich, cube corner), the fracture toughness may be deduced from the crack initiation load, crack size,
hardness, and elastic constants of the material [26,27]. While sample
preparation and experimental procedure are relatively straightforward
in this technique, the stress ﬁeld around the indent is very complex
and its interaction with the emerging crack complicates the analysis signiﬁcantly [28]. Alternative microscale methods for measuring mode I
fracture toughness exist. They are based on either Micropillar Splitting
[8], Double Cantilever Splitting [29], Notched Microcantilever Bending
[30–33], Clamped Beam Bending [34], or notched tensile samples
based on a symmetric push-pull design (μSENT) [35]. All these methods
have shown to deliver consistent results [8,28,35–37]. Even fracture
properties of thin ﬁlms in layered systems were successfully characterized [38]. However, no experimentally validated experimental setup exists for mode II and mode III fracture toughness measurements on the

microscale at present. Therefore, in this work two new sample geometries are proposed that determine the fracture toughness under mode
II and mode III loading, respectively.
Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) is an excellent model material for studying cleavage mechanisms and crack propagation behavior since it
fractures in a brittle manner and in the absence of any crack tip plasticity at room temperature. A range of different techniques have
been used to determine the fracture toughness of GaAs experimentally. Reported values are fairly consistent and in the range of
0.31–0.49 MPa√m [39–42]. Unlike Si, which is the typical example
for an elemental semiconductor that cleaves reportedly on {111}
and {110} planes [43], the III-V compound GaAs cleaves preferentially on {110} planes [39,44]. This is due to the ionicity in the atomic
bond. Whereas charged surfaces would be produced after {111}
cleavage, two neutral surfaces remain after {110} cleavage in GaAs.
For the fracture toughness, not only the cleavage plane, but also the
crack propagation direction is of immediate importance. So called
“easy” and “tough” directions have been reported [39] and experiments have shown that 〈110〉 directions are preferential for crack
propagation in {110} cleavage planes. This indicates that lattice trapping effects between crack front and atomic bonds are encountered,
which are linked to the discrete nature of the crystal lattice itself
[45,46]. In this work, two crack systems were investigated with
{100}〈110〉 and {110}〈100〉 and critical stress intensity factors were
measured for mode I, II and III loading on microscale specimens.
2. Sample design and ﬁnite element analysis
Finite element (FE) models of the specimen geometries for mode I, II
and III loading were implemented in the commercial solver Abaqus
(Dassault Systems, USA). For mode II and III, only one half of the specimen was modeled explicitly and symmetry boundary conditions were
applied. The ﬂat punch indenter was modeled as a rigid body in hard,
frictionless contact with the specimen. The linear elastic material behavior of single crystal GaAs was modeled using a stiffness tensor with
cubic symmetry (C11 = 118 GPa, C12 = 53.5 GPa, C44 = 59.4 GPa)
[47]. Pre-notches were introduced into the model using crack seams.
The model was meshed with quadratic hexahedral elements (C3D20)
1
and a pﬃﬃﬃ stress singularity was introduced at the crack tip by collapsing
r
the neighboring hexahedral elements into wedge shape and positioning
their mid nodes at a quarter of the element length. The stress ﬁeld
around the notch was assessed using the contour integral method and
ﬁve contour integrals were evaluated to approximate the stress intensity factors.
2.1. Mode I loading
For mode I fracture experiments, the established notched cantilever
bending geometry was used [31,48] as shown in Fig. 1. The mode I stress
intensity factor KI for this geometry is almost constant over the specimen width and an order of magnitude larger than KII and KIII. All data
were normalized by the average dominant (KI) stress intensity factor
for better comparison. The stress intensity factor for mode I can be determined according to linear-elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM):
KI ¼

FL
BW

3=2

∙ f KI

a
W

ð1Þ

where F is the applied load, L is the distance from the crack plane to the
point of loading, B is the specimen width, a is the crack length, and W is
the specimen height. If the load F is replaced by Fc, the critical load for
fracture, KI becomes KIq, the conditional fracture toughness. Since not
all requirements according to ASTM standard E399 [10] for linearelastic fracture testing are fulﬁlled, only KIq instead of KIc values are
given in the following. The geometry factor for cantilevers with straight
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along the crack front can be entirely different from those seen for
STN-cantilevers. Depending on the thickness of the bridges, the
notch depth and the loading condition (load-control or
displacement-control), effects can be signiﬁcant. The pre-factor α
accounts for crystal anisotropy and is approximately 0.97 in this
study, based on the elastic constants of GaAs [47] and sample orientation. Aspect ratios of L/W were in the order of 2.22 ± 0.10 for the
cantilevers giving a pre-factor β of 0.88. The bridge effect γ is about
0.77 with bridge widths of approximately 200 nm on either side of
the notch.

2.2. Mode II loading
For mode II fracture, a new sample geometry was developed as
shown in Fig. 2. It features a symmetric design with a central stamp
and two lateral shear zones inspired by the work of Pfetzing-Micklich
[51,52] on microscale shear strength measurements in metals. A prenotch is introduced on the top of each shear zone leading to a dominant
mode II loading at the notch ground. FE simulations show that KII is almost constant over the width of the sample and over 75% of the sample
width at least ﬁve times higher than either KI or KIII, which varies linearly over the specimen width. Again, data were normalized by the average dominant stress intensity factor, this time KII. The notch to thickness

Fig. 1. (a) Sample shape for mode I loading and (b) normalized stress intensity factor
proﬁle over the specimen width B.

through notches (STN) was determined in an earlier study using FE simulations and found to follow the relation [48]:
f KI;STN

a
w

¼ 1:242 þ 28:076

a

 a 2
 a 3
þ 90:404
−59:441
W
W
W

ð2Þ

The relative change in stiffness was also determined as a function of
a/W, which can be described by:
a
 a 2
 a 3
SKI  a 
¼ 1−0:2559
−3:3322
þ 2:8255
W
W
W
S0;KI W

ð3Þ

For the second investigated cantilever geometry with ligaments or
“bridges” at the side of the notch, a modiﬁed geometry function developed by Matoy et al. [31] was applied:
f KI;bridges


a
 a 2
 a 3 
¼ α∙β∙γ 1:46 þ 24:36
−47:21
þ 75:18
w
W
W
W

a

ð4Þ
Recently, Brinckmann et al. [49] found that crystal anisotropy
and low L/W ratios affect the stress intensity factor. In particular,
for cantilevers containing bridges [50] stress intensity distributions

Fig. 2. (a) Sample shape for mode II loading and (b) normalized stress intensity factor
proﬁle over the specimen width B.
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ratio a/W was varied in the range 0.2 b a/W b 0.5. It was veriﬁed that the
ratios KII/KI and KII/KIII do not change signiﬁcantly in this range. The
stress intensity factor KII is:
F
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ f KII ða=W Þ
2B W

K II ¼

ð5Þ

The geometry factor was found to follow a linear relation:
f KII

a
W

a
¼ 0:434 þ 2:068
W

ð6Þ

Furthermore, the relative change in stiffness in the case of the crack
propagating in a straight manner was computed as a function of a/W in
the range 0.2 b a/W b 0.5:
 a 2
SKII  a 
a
¼ 1−0:053 −0:507
W
W
S0;KII W

ð7Þ

FE simulations were performed to investigate possible misalignment
issues between the ﬂat punch indenter and the specimen surface. A misalignment angle of 1° for mode II was applied for this purpose. Relative
differences of ±18.8%, were measured in average for stress intensity
factors compared to the aligned case. As with all experiments using a
ﬂat punch, great case care has to be taken to minimize misalignment
also for the specimen geometries suggested in this study.
2.3. Mode III loading
Also for mode III loading, a new sample shape was developed, shown
in Fig. 3. Similarly to the mode II specimen, it is symmetric and features a
central stamp onto which a ﬂat punch indenter pushes on lateral shear
zones. The difference between the two samples lies in the relative orientation of the shear zones and the pre-notches. In the mode III sample,
the notch is introduced at the side of the specimen whereas it is fabricated from the top in the mode II sample. Once more, the data were normalized by the average dominant stress intensity factor KIII. It was found
that normalized KIII is constant over 75% of the sample width and its
magnitude is about eight times higher than KI and KII, respectively. By
varying the notch to thickness ratio in the range 0.2 b a/W b 0.5 it was
found that the ratios KIII/KII and KIII/KI do not change signiﬁcantly. The
stress intensity factor KIII is:
K III ¼

F
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ f KIII ða=W Þ
2B W

ð8Þ

The corresponding geometry factor was again found to follow a linear relationship:
f KIII

a

a
¼ 0:575 þ 2:064
W
W

ð9Þ

Finally, the relative change in stiffness was also computed as a function of a/W for 0.2 b a/W b 0.5:
 a 2
SKIII  a 
a
¼ 1−0:090 −0:498
W
W
S0;KIII W

ð10Þ

Once more, FE simulations were performed to investigate misalignment between ﬂat punch and specimen surface. A misalignment angle
of 1° for mode III was applied and relative differences of ±16.4% were
determined compared to the aligned case. Therefore, it is important to
take precautions to minimize misalignment also for the mode III
specimen.

Fig. 3. (a) Sample shape for mode III loading and (b) normalized stress intensity factor
proﬁle over the specimen width B.

3. Experimental
3.1. Material and sample preparation
GaAs single crystals (undoped, purity 99.999%, Wafer Technologies, Ltd., UK) were investigated in this study. Large pieces of material were cleaved from 2″-wafers to obtain two differently oriented
test pieces. Due to the inherent brittleness and propensity to cleave
on {110} planes, perfect 90° edges could be produced. Large trenches
(approximately 150 × 100 × 50 μm) were milled near the sample
edge using a Xe plasma focused ion beam (PFIB, Tescan Fera, Czech
Republic) operated at 30 kV with a current of 1 μA leaving a wall of
approximately 20 μm thickness. In this freestanding wall, microscale specimens were machined using a Ga focused ion beam workstation (FIB, Tescan Lyra, Czech Republic) starting with coarse milling (30 kV, 10 nA) and ﬁnishing off by ﬁne milling of the notches
(30 kV, 100 pA). An example is shown in the scanning electron
(SE) image in Fig. 4 for mode III testing. Two crack systems were investigated and compared in this study: {110}〈100〉 and {100}〈110〉,
with the nomenclature {type of crack plane} and 〈type of crack propagation direction〉.
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nanoindentation platform (Alemnis AG, Switzerland). For microcantilever and micro-shear fracture testing a cono-spherical diamond
tip with a radius of approximately 1–2 μm and a ﬂat punch diamond indenter with a 10 μm diameter were used, respectively. Constant, low
displacement rates of 10 nm/s were used in all experiments.
4. Results
4.1. Micro-cantilever fracture testing in mode I

Fig. 4. SE micrograph showing a series of specimens in GaAs single crystal prior to testing
in mode III.

3.2. Fracture testing in the scanning electron microscope
All fracture experiments were performed at room temperature,
under vacuum conditions and in-situ inside a scanning electron microscope (Philips XL30 FEG-ESEM) using a displacement-controlled

In Fig. 5 results from micro-cantilever fracture testing in mode I are
shown. Two different FIB machined notch designs were analyzed for
the two investigated crack systems in order to evaluate the effect of
FIB notch geometry on fracture toughness in mode I. Aspect ratios of
a/W of approximately 0.3–0.35 were chosen. In Fig. 5a stress intensity
factors determined using Eq. (1) and applying corresponding geometry
functions as given in Eqs. (2) and (4) are presented for both notch designs for the {110}〈100〉 crack system.
Even though the Alemnis indenter runs in displacement control
using piezo actuators, the frame compliance of 4.3 nm/mN was not
low enough to allow for purely displacement-controlled fracture experiments. As such, controlled failure for the cantilevers with bridges could
not be achieved, meaning that crack propagation could not be stopped
once the bridges collapsed. By accounting for pre-factors for crystal anisotropy, cantilever geometry and bridge design, no apparent difference
in fracture toughness was observed between the two designs when

Fig. 5. a) and d) Stress intensity factors in mode I for cantilever geometries with bridges and straight through notches (STN) for the {110}〈100〉 and {100}〈110〉 crack systems, respectively,
all samples failed by instable brittle fracture (enlarged symbol), unit cells showing active {110} cleavage planes are included, b), c) and e), f) SE micrographs for data shown in a) and d),
respectively, before and after testing with indication of the crystallographic orientation; the fracture surfaces were imaged after cantilever removal. In the Supplementary material of this
study a video ﬁle is included for a fracture test on a notched micro-cantilever.
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Table 1
Critical stress intensity factors Kq in MPa√m (mean ± SD) for GaAs single crystals loaded in mode I, II and III, with notches in {100} and {110} planes, respectively. For mode I loading, results
are shown for specimens with bridges at either side of the notch as well as with straight through notches (STN).
Notch plane

Kq (bridge)
Kq (STN)

Mode I

Mode II

Mode III

{100}

{110}

{100}

{110}

{100}

{110}

0.63 ± 0.07
0.54 ± 0.04

0.50 ± 0.03
0.50 ± 0.05

–
0.48 ± 0.05

–
0.72 ± 0.01

–
0.80 ± 0.13

–
0.84 ± 0.07

proper geometry functions were applied. The average fracture toughness is 0.50 MPa√m for both geometries. The individual values are listed
in Table 1, which also contains the critical stress intensity factors from
mode II and III testing.
In Fig. 5d stress intensity factors are presented for both notch designs for the {100}〈110〉 crack system. Again, fracture toughness results
are comparable with 0.63 MPa√m (bridges) and 0.54 MPa√m (STN).
However, the fracture toughness is slightly higher than for the previously shown {110} crack planes. The reason for this is crack deﬂection
occurring on {110} planes, which are inclined with respect to the
{100} notch plane, as can be seen in Fig. 5d in both the SE micrographs
that had been taken after testing from the side and looking at the fracture surfaces.
4.2. In-plane micro-shear fracture testing in mode II
Results from in-plane micro-shear fracture testing (mode II) are
shown for four specimens (S1–S4) in Fig. 6. Since specimens were prepared next to the previously shown cantilevers along the same two
cleaved GaAs edges, the crystallographic orientations were the same

as for the cantilevers. As such, {110} shear planes and {100} shear planes
were investigated in specimens having notches with aspect ratios a/W
of approximately 0.3. To convert the force-displacement data for the
two shear plane types to stress intensity factors in mode II, Eqs. (5)
and (6) were applied.
As seen in Fig. 6a and c, the force increases linearly with displacement after the initial alignment of the ﬂat punch diamond indenter
with the specimen surface. For the {110} shear planes, geometrydependent critical loads in the range of 7–10 mN were obtained, as
can be seen in the magniﬁed view in Fig. 6a. Immediately after the
ﬁrst force drop (marked by “a”), which corresponds to the ﬁrst crack
propagation on one side of the symmetric shear geometry, a second
load drop occurs at a similar load level (marked by “b”), which characterizes cleavage on the opposite side. This shows that the applied loading conditions generated indeed a nearly symmetric stress state in the
specimen.
Contrary to cantilever fracture testing, this time only small load
drops occurred because fracture could be stabilized. This is explained
by the inclined cleavage planes, which are shown in the SE micrographs
in Fig. 7 for the {100} notch planes. The observed cleavage planes are

Fig. 6. a) and c) Force-displacement data of mode II specimens with notches oriented in {110} and {100} type planes, respectively; ﬁrst (“a”) and second (“b”) crack events are indicated by
arrows in the highlighted sections; b) and d) corresponding stress intensity factors for data shown in a) and c), respectively. The arrows mark crack closing events during unloading.
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oblique in the specimens and the experimentally observed cracks agree
approximately with the theoretical 55° angle from sets of {110} planes
in the crystal.
The stress intensity factors in mode II for the four specimens are
shown in Fig. 6b. They are valid until the ﬁrst crack event occurs. Up
to then the elastic loading creates a mode II dominated stress ﬁeld at
the crack tip as described earlier in Fig. 2. Therefore, the corresponding
stress intensity factor for the critical load leading to crack event “a”, is

7

denominated critical stress intensity factor KIIq and its average is
0.72 ± 0.01 MPa√m for the investigated (110) notch plane. During controlled unloading after testing, irregularities, which are kind of “popout” events, are found in the force-displacement behavior for all samples. One of them is exemplarily marked by an arrow in Fig. 6b for specimen S1. It shows that crack closing events take place during unloading,
which make it difﬁcult to investigate the fracture behavior in detail after
testing. Only after signiﬁcant overloading, as shown in Fig. 7d in inclined
view, irreversible fracture events are achieved, which allow for a better
visualization of the cleaved planes after testing.
A similar fracture behavior was observed for mode II specimens featuring {100} notch planes. The force-displacement data in Fig. 6c show
that fracture events already occur at lower critical loads in the range
of 6–9 mN and that the hysteresis behavior is less pronounced. Furthermore, only one side failed by partial cleavage before unloading of the
specimens. Overall lower values for KIIq of 0.48 ± 0.05 MPa√m were determined with respect to the specimens with a {110} notch plane.
For materials with isotropic elastic and fracture properties at the
macroscopic level, the theoretical angle between notch or loading direction and crack propagation direction is 70.5° because tangential tensile
stresses, which are responsible for fracture under mode II loading, are
highest in this plane [22]. GaAs single crystals cleave almost exclusively
on {110} planes [39,40,44], and have a preference for crack propagation
in 〈110〉 directions. The angle between notch direction and crack propagation direction for the {110}〈100〉 and {100}〈110〉 notch systems are
45° and 60°, respectively. Since the tangential stresses, which are responsible for crack growth in mixed mode loading, are higher at 60°
compared to 45° [22], the cracks initiate at lower loads in case of the
{100}〈110〉 notch system, which explains the lower KIIq values for this
case. According to the analytical solution of Erdogan [22], the resolved
tangential tensile stress is approximately 15% lower for the {110}〈100〉
system (45° fracture angle) compared to the {100}〈110〉 notch systems
(60° fracture angle). This explains at least partially the difference in KIIq
as a function of notch direction, which was found to be 33%.

4.3. Out-of-plane micro-shear fracture testing in mode III

Fig. 7. SE micrographs of mode II fracture testing with notches oriented in {100} planes:
a) unloaded state with illustration of the crystal lattice (dark = Ga, bright = As),
b) critical loading (ﬁrst crack events) and during overloading (crack propagation and
formation of further cracks). The projected angle of the oblique crack plane with the
specimen surface is 55°, which matches experimental observations. In the
Supplementary material of this study a video ﬁle is included for a fracture test on a
mode II shear specimen.

Results from out-of-plane micro-shear (mode III) fracture testing are
shown again for four specimens (S1-S4) with similar dimensions in
Fig. 8. The specimens have the same crystallographic orientations as
the mode II specimens. As such, specimens with {110} and {100} shear
planes were investigated. To normalize the force-displacement data
for the two shear plane types and to analyze stress intensity factors in
mode III, Eqs. (8) and (9) were applied.
This time geometry-dependent critical loads in the range of approximately 10–15 mN were measured, which were signiﬁcantly higher
than those recorded for the specimens in mode II. Instead of two load
drops only one deﬁned load drop occurred, which corresponds to a
crack seen in the SE micrographs in Fig. 9b. This crack always appeared
at the same location in all specimens. The three-dimensional stress state
is complex in mode III loading. This complicates the analysis and discussion of the observed fracture behavior. Only upon irreversible
overloading of the sample beyond the critical force for the ﬁrst crack
event, cracks appear at the notch front and ﬁnite out-of-plane shearing
occurs as shown in Fig. 9c. As discussed by Goryunova [53], GaAs single
crystals may also partially cleave on {111} planes and between (111)
and (011). This could be an explanation for the irregular crack propagation and cleavage behavior, which is observed here. If one assumes a
similar explanation for the crack deﬂection behavior in mode II and
mode III, i.e. according to maximum tangential stresses, then it is reasonable that KIIIq is somewhat higher in the case of the {110}〈100〉 system as compared to the {100}〈110〉 system with 0.84 ± 0.07 MPa√m
and 0.80 ± 0.13 MPa√m, respectively. Fracture toughness results from
all tests are shown in in terms of critical (conditional) stress intensity
factors in Table 1 and Fig. 10.
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Fig. 8. a) and c) Force-displacement data of mode III specimens with notches machined in {110} and {100} type planes, respectively; ﬁrst crack events are indicated by arrows in the
highlighted sections; b) and d) corresponding stress intensity factors for data shown in a) and c), respectively.

5. Discussion
5.1. Testing requirements
It should be noted that fulﬁlling all the requirements formulated in
ASTM standard E399 [10] is difﬁcult on the microscale. In particular
the preparation of starter notches in brittle materials is challenging.
Here FIB notches were cut that feature a ﬁnite notch root radius and
therefore lead to an increased apparent fracture toughness. However,
the radius of Ga+ FIB notches is usually only few tens of nm [55–57],
which means that the crack may be considered sharp if the notch is sufﬁciently deep [58] as was the case here.
Specimen size requirements on the other hand are crucial for materials showing crack tip plasticity. For the present study, the plastic zone
size was estimated using:
r pl ¼

 
1 Kq 2
2π σ f

ð11Þ

with the plastic zone size radius rpl, the fracture toughness Kq, and the
fracture stress σf. Using the average experimental fracture toughness
of about 0.4 MPa√m [39] and a room temperature fracture stress of approximately 1.7 GPa [59] from microtensile experiments, a plastic zone
size radius of approximately 9 nm is calculated. In case of GaAs, microscale samples are still signiﬁcantly larger than the plastic zone size.
Therefore, the microscale fracture experiments reported here were
able to achieve a high level of consistency even though not all requirements of the fracture testing standard could be met. Accordingly, size effects in the fracture behavior and toughness as found, e.g., for semibrittle tungsten single crystals at the micro-scale [60] are not expected

and were not found for GaAs. Nevertheless, this study aimed at validating mode II and III fracture specimens for the micro-scale. This is important since these new geometries can be used in future to determine local
fracture properties of thin ﬁlm systems, materials with locally varying
microstructures and chemical gradients where size effects may play
an important role.
The aim of this study was to design new microscale fracture geometries, which allow for pure mode I, II and III testing, can be produced efﬁciently by FIB, and are readily comprehensible. Due to the need for
compromise to achieve all of these goals, the geometries cannot be perfect in every sense, e.g. a limited amount of fracture mode mixity cannot
be entirely evaded as shown in the normalized stress intensity factor
plots determined by FEA. Furthermore, special care has to be taken
when aligning the ﬂat punch indenter with the specimen, as even
small misalignment angles of 1° lead to non-negligible effects with errors of ±18,8%. However, alignment issues are often problematic in experimental micromechanics and need to be minimized when
performing such experiments [35,51,59]. Furthermore, this problem
may be alleviated by using a spherical indenter tip instead of a ﬂat
punch. In this case, the lateral placement of the indenter is critical, but
the misalignment has a smaller effect.
5.2. Fracture behavior
Concerning mode I loading, Michot et al. [44] and Yasutake et al. [40]
studied the {110} crack plane. Michot et al. investigated a 〈110〉 crack
propagation direction in their double-cantilever beams (DCB) and obtained a fracture toughness of 0.44 MPa√m. Yasutake et al. picked the
〈100〉 direction for their indentation beam fracture (IBF) samples and
determined a value of 0.46 MPa√m. Margevicius and Gumbsch [39]
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Fig. 10. Fracture toughness Kq of GaAs single crystal for the different loading modes, notch
systems as indicated by the {notch plane} and notch geometries; the bridge design was
only investigated for the cantilevers. For comparison, the average and standard
deviation of experimental fracture toughness from literature is given [39,40,44].

Fig. 9. SE micrographs of mode III fracture testing with notches machined in {110} planes:
a) unloaded state with illustration of the crystal lattice (dark = Ga, bright = As), b) critical
loading (ﬁrst crack events) and during overloading (crack propagation and formation of
further cracks). In the Supplementary material of this study a video ﬁle is included for a
fracture test on a mode III shear specimen.

performed indentation experiments in GaAs single crystals and studied
the inﬂuence of crack propagation in {110} cleavage planes in more detail. They determined a fracture toughness, which was in the range of
0.43–0.54 MPa√m for the 〈100〉 crack propagation direction. This
shows that both micro-scale cantilever geometries used in this study
deliver reliable results that are in excellent agreement with previous
experiments.
With respect to mode II and III loading, cracks did not propagate
straight in a sliding motion along the initial notch plane. Instead, crack

deviation from the initial notch orientation and kinking was observed
for the two modes and for the respective notch planes. This ﬁnding is
in accordance with earlier studies [18,22]. In a material with isotropic
elastic and fracture properties, the crack would propagate in the direction for which the tangential tensile stress is at a maximum under
pure mode II loading (70.5°) [22]. In case of GaAs single crystal, which
features a cubic stiffness tensor and fractures along {110} cleavage
planes and 〈110〉 directions, the crack propagates on the cleavage
plane with the highest tangential tensile stress, which is oriented at
45° for {100} notches and at 60° for {110} notches.
The unexpected increase of fracture toughness in mode III for the
two investigated systems with respect to mode I and II loading is due
to the signiﬁcant fracture anisotropy of GaAs single crystals. Similar to
KII, there is a competition between available cleavage planes and the
orientation-dependent distribution of tangential tensile stresses around
the crack tip. While the crack tip is loaded in pure mode III, the emerging
cracks are rotated around two axes with respect to the notch ground. It
is likely that the planes on which cracks develop under mode III loading
feature a relatively low resolved tensile stress, which explains the high
stress intensity factors needed to initiate fracture.
Mixed-mode loading scenarios have been investigated theoretically
and experimentally for brittle materials in the past [17–19,54]. For an
isotropic material under pure mode III loading, the crack should appear
in the plane of maximum tangential tensile stress, which is rotated by
an out-of plane angle of 45° with respect to the notch plane [54]. However, in our case, the observed crack planes (see Fig. 9c) appear under an
in-plane and out-of-plane fracture angle. This means that while mode III
loading dominates until crack initiation, right afterwards a mixed mode
fracture develops due to the extreme anisotropy of the fracture properties of the tested GaAs single crystal. This makes an estimation of the actual resolved tangential tensile stresses on the fracture plane impossible
using analytical models [54].
Because of the crack deviation in mode II and III loading, only a crack
initiation toughness can be determined using the proposed method. In
order to investigate R-curve behavior, stress intensity factors and stiffness changes would need to be recomputed for the deviated crack. In
this case, further ﬁnite element simulations would be required post
mortem, which take the actual crack path into account.
To assess the experimental uncertainty, an error propagation analysis was performed for the variables F, B, a, and W assuming random independent errors. For the force F, a standard error ΔF = 10 μN was
estimated based on load cell noise data. For all dimensions measured
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using a SEM, an error of 100 nm was assumed. The uncertainty resulting
from the error propagation analysis was then calculated as 0.04 MPa√m
for KI, 0.04 MPa√m for KII and 0.06 MPa√m for the KIII. These uncertainties are in the same range as the experimental standard deviations
given in Table 1.
5.3. Future investigations
Mixed mode loading at the micro-scale is an interesting and new
topic in small-scale fracture mechanical testing. If mode I is
superimposed by mode II and/or III, the symmetry is violated and the
situation is called mixed-mode loading. It always occurs when the sectional stresses in the cutting plane of the body where the crack is located
exhibit both normal and shear components. Micro-scale geometries for
this loading scenario do not exist up to now. However, in engineering
practice, there are plenty of examples where mixed-mode loading of
cracks occur. Whenever cracks are oblique with respect to the loading
direction, curved, branched or kinked, mixed-mode loading occurs.
Interface fracture toughness measurements, such as for composite
materials, are one further example for the application of the results of
this study. The newly developed symmetric shear specimens containing
cracks and the well-known cantilever geometry might be used to determine the interface fracture toughness in mode I, II and III. In this study
the fracture behavior of single phase GaAs single crystals was presented.
Therefore, the notch planes did not exhibit any particular weakness.
This is different in materials with interfaces between two phases,
which are generally a weak point. By ﬁber push-out tests the interface
strength can be characterized by measuring the debonding energy
[61]. Furthermore, effects of frictional sliding between the matrix and
the ﬁber can be discussed. However, the push-out test does not allow
for a deeper understanding of crack propagation along the interface in
the respective loading scenario. The here proposed fracture geometries,
in particular in mode II in the context of ﬁber-matrix composites, could
be extremely valuable for studying crack propagation along interfaces.
However, due to variations in local stresses, gradients in stress as well
as elastic properties across the interface, and other effects during fracture, this topic needs far more consideration.

0.07 MPa√m. This is most likely caused by crack kinking due to strong
fracture anisotropy and cleavage planes inclined by an in-plane and
out-of-plane angle with respect to the notch plane. The experimentally
validated geometries of the new micro-scale shear samples may be used
for mode-dependent fracture toughness measurements of different material classes in the future.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.matdes.2020.108765.
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6. Summary and conclusion

Data availability

New sample geometries for measuring fracture toughness under
mode II and mode III loading were proposed in this work. They allow
performing fracture experiments under in-plane (mode II) and out-ofplane (mode III) loading. FE analysis showed that for notched samples,
KII and KIII are almost constant over the sample width for the respective
geometries and a factor of 5–8 times larger than the other stress intensity factors. This means that a measurement of fracture toughness under
almost pure KII and KIII loading is possible. As the production process for
both sample geometries needs access with the ion beam from two orthogonal directions, samples should be prepared along polished or
cleaved edges in bulk samples. The samples may be prepared from
any class of material that remains stable under high vacuum conditions
and under the inﬂuence of electron beams. Non-conductive materials
may also be used if coated by a thin conductive layer prior to ion
beam etching.
Anisotropic and mode-dependent fracture toughness was measured
for GaAs single crystals, which show brittle fracture behavior. The {100}
〈110〉 and {110}〈100〉 crack systems were investigated to improve the
understanding of the cleavage behavior in this anisotropic material.
Fracture toughness under mode I loading was measured using notched
micro-cantilevers and found to be 0.54 ± 0.04 MPa√m and 0.50 ±
0.05 MPa√m for the {100}〈110〉 and {110}〈100〉 crack systems, respectively. In-plane shear loading, mode II, led to crack kinking and a fracture toughness of 0.48 ± 0.05 MPa√m and 0.72 ± 0.01 MPa√m. Outof-plane shear loading, mode III, led to multiple kinking processes and
the highest fracture toughness of 0.80 ± 0.13 MPa√m and 0.84 ±

The raw/processed data required to reproduce these ﬁndings cannot
be shared at this time as the data also forms part of an ongoing study.
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